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Background
With the rapid development of big data and deep learning 
techniques in recent years, natural language processing 
(NLP) systems have been widely used in the healthcare 
domain. However, evaluating an NLP system for a specific 
clinical use case is challenging due to the complexity of 
creating the gold standard corpus (GSC).

Existing text annotation tools can provide powerful features 
to cover various needs for corpus development, but few 
tools support various needs during the annotation process. 

To address these needs, we developed multiple corpus 
visualization features in MedTator, 
a serverless annotation tool to
create GSC for building NLP systems.

You can check our online demo at: 
https://ohnlp.github.io/MedTator/
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Text Annotation

Users can annotate the corpus by using the Annotation Tab in 
MedTator, and the text annotations are saved in memory.
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All functions purely run in the user’s web browser environment without sending out 
any information to address data security concerns in clinical settings.

Visualization and Interactivity Designs

The annotations are analyzed in real-time 
and shown in the Statistics Tab.
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Future Work

MedTator provides all core functions for text annotation tasks for multiple documents

When new tags are added or new annotated files are 
added, the real-time statistics will be updated within the 
user’s web browser.

Users can switch to the Statistics Tab to check the 
annotation progress or analyze the imported corpus at 
any time.

We are still working on improving the performance and 
usability of MedTator and its corpus visualization 
module, but we have been using MedTator in our 
internal NLP projects for corpus development, 
adjudication, and building rule-based NLP systems.

We welcome you to use MedTator in your projects and 
leave any comments on the MedTator’s repo issues: 
https://github.com/OHNLP/MedTator/issues

adjudicating annotation results of two annotators 

The annotation overview and other statistical 
results can be exported as a multi-tab Excel 
file for sharing and further usage. Users can 
also export the basic statistics to a CSV file.

The annotations from two 
annotators can be 
compared to calculate 
the inter-annotator 
agreement for evaluation

The source files of each token are listed, and the user 
can click the file name to look back to the selected 
annotation file in the Annotation Tab for revision.

MedTator provides a separate Statistics Tab to visualize the annotated corpus

Web Browser Environment
Visualization

Vue.js D3.js Metro UI

The color encodings of 
annotation concepts
(e.g., 

)
are shared in all views in 
visualization as well as 
other tabs in MedTator

The multi-level agreements are displayed in 
corresponding bar charts:

- Overall agreement
- Concept-level agreement
- File-level agreement

By clicking each bar, the user can check 
detailed tags for adjudication.
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